
RPC Contracts is committed to innovative product development and manufacture. T o help you obtain maximum enjoyment and long service from any RPC Contracts product, we would be
pleased to make you aware of the following: the evolution of new product design is continuous and information is subject to change without notice. Customers should check with the supplier
to ensure they have the latest details. All our products are manufactured to the appropriate British Standard where applicable. Where products (or intended usage) lie outside the scope of
a British (or draft European) Standard, RPC Contracts’ own standard will be employed. All products are supplied subject to RPC Contracts’ Conditions of Sale, as detailed on the reverse of
your quotation. Liability in respect of any statements, conditions, warranties and representations made on behalf of the Company is limited in accordance with the terms set out in the
Conditions of Sale.



Chevloc

Please ask for our
Installation Guidelines. Full
Installation services
available from RPC
Contracts Ltd. For further
information please contact
our Technical Department
on 01824 709102.

Design Flexibility

Versatility

Ease of Construction

Benefits

Walls are dry built on a simple foundation without the need for skilled labour and with
minimal cutting.

The concept allows muiltiple variations in batter alignment.

Chevloc is a highly versatile split faced precast concrete modular system which permits
retaining and free-standing walls to be built in a variety of orientations and alignments.

It can follow both concave and convex curves without the need for special blocks or
cutting. Irregular changes of direction can be accommodated by mitreing the units
using a concrete saw to suit the required angle.

The Chevloc system consists of only two hydraulically pressed units, a base and a
standard building block.

● Chevloc can be used to construct retaining, free standing and terraced walls.

● Chevloc can be used for the facing of reinforced earth systems where poor grade
backfill is used in conjunction with specially designed polymer grids which are simply
anchored by sandwiching them between the block courses.

● Improved resistance to grid pull-out can be achieved by using the blocks in their
inverted mode.

● Chevloc can also be used for river training works to construct training walls and
weirs.

● Planters for landscaping and storage bays for loose material are easily constructed
using this system.



Highly versatile block system permits either the
erection of retaining or free - standing walls and
is easily combined with reinforced earth systems

Available colours for Chevloc:
standard, buff, brown and red

Chevloc Colours

The Company’s policy is one of continuous development and product improvement. Information contained in this brochure is subject to alteration without notice.

CONSTRUCTION
Chevloc walls are normally built on a simple
horizontal foundation which should be
constructed at a frost-free depth sufficiently
deep to cover the Chevloc base block units.

It is essential before commencement of
building that the base course of blocks is
checked for orientation and line and level.

During construction it is recommended that
a batter board be used to check that the
correct batter is being achieved.

In a battered wall (6:1) the blocks are placed
so that the thinner segments are all outward
facing. As building progresses these interlock
to form a wall with each course giving a rise
in level of 150mm while stepping back by
25mm.

A vertical wall is achieved by laying
alternating courses of units with thinner and
thicker segments outward facing, again giving
a rise in level of 150 mm.

If either a battered wall or a vertical wall is
required to be more than one unit thick
structural integrity is maintained by
sandwiching a layer of polymer grid between
every third and fourth course.

Chevloc retaining walls should be backfilled
during construction as the level of the wall
rises with lightly compacted, coarse, free-
draining material.

Chevloc was awarded the prestigious
Surveyor Magazine Innovation Award,
sponsored by the Design Council. European
Patent No. 0181230.

DELIVERY
Chevloc units are supplied palletised,
facilitating off loading and site distribution.

Delivery is normally in 25 tonne loads on
articulated lorries and any local restrictions
with regard to lorry size should be made
known at the time of placing an order.

Vandal Resistant

Delivery

Choice of Orientation

Aesthetically Attractive

Chevloc can be supplied in a choice of colours to
suit the surrounding environment. Spacing of up to
125mm can be left between the blocks to give
visual relief or allow for the establishment of
trailing plants.

Chevloc blocks can be used upright, inverted or
on end.

Chevloc can be used and reused for temporary
structures or emergency retention.

Chevloc walls are not easily climbed and the
top course can be securely anchored using a
thixotropic adhesive.

Chevloc walling blocks are delivered in pairs for
on site splitting.

Reusable



CrickTimbalok

Project for ASDAKriblok

Other Products
RPC Contracts is one of UK’s leading manufacturers of

high quality precast concrete products for the
construction, environmental and hard landscape sectors.

Porcupine

Porcupine is a revolutionary and versatile
concrete block retaining wall system. It needs
no mortar and requires the minimum of plant
and machinery for installation.

Rocwall

Precast interlocking reinforced concrete panels
faced with natural stone. Rapid build, free -
standing or earth - retaining wall system. Easily
adaptable for use as underbuild walls or as a
cladding.

Kriblok

Interlocking conncrete crib, gravity retaining
wall system for earth retaining walls up to 10

metre in height.

Timbalok

Interlocking timber crib, gravity retaining wall
system for earth retaining walls up to 10m in
height.

All Timbalok components are FSC (Forestry
Stewardship Council) Certified.

One of the UK’s leading civil, geotechnical
and environmental engineering contractors,
committed to excellence and customer
satisfaction in all aspects of its operations.

RPC Contracts provides specialist engineering
and construction services across a wide range
of sectors including commercial, industrial,
house building, infrastructure, marine, high-
way and environmental.

▪ Retaining walls
▪ Slope reinforcement
▪ Environmental engineering
▪ Erosion control
▪ Bespoke problem solving
▪ Acoustic barriers
▪ Marine defence systems

RPC Contracts is committed to protecting
the wellbeing of its staff and of those with
whom they interact.

The company adheres to strict Health and
Safety, Environmental and Quality Assurance
Policies as well as to the ongoing training of its
staff. Details of company policy statements
are available on request.

The company maintains a highly qualified and
experienced workforce that shares a
commitment to satisfaction.

As an owner managed private company, RPC
Contracts is able to provide a highly focused,
solution-driven approach to business. This
together with a positive, “can-do” attiitude
and personal attention to client needs, makes
RPC Contracts unique in civil engineering
contracting.

SPECIALIST CIVIL
ENGINEERING
CONTRACTOR

OUR COMMITMENTS

DEDICATION TO
EXCELLENCE



RPC Contracts, Quarryfields, Ruthin, Denbighshire, LL15 2UG, UK
T el: 01824 709102 Fax: 01824 709105 E-mail: contracts@rpcltd.co.uk
www.rpcltd.co.uk


